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Introduction
A pug’s motto is the latin phrase “multum in parvo” 

which means a lot in a little. The pug is one of the most 
interesting dog breeds for many reasons. Including, its 
history, body, fur, size, personality and trainability! The 
pug is classified as part of the toy group, according to 
the American Kennel club. These dogs are usually about 
10-13 inches tall and weigh about 15-20 pounds. They 
normally live about 13-15 years. Anyway, let's just say 
that everyone gets overjoyed when they see a pug!



 History
The pug is one of the oldest dog breeds in the world. Actually, ancient chinese 

documents talk about short-nosed dogs with the description matching that of a pug 
existed in China about 700 BC. Pugs were only bred and owned by emperors in 
this time. It is actually believed that there is an ancient chinese law that only 
emperors could own a pug and Illegal ownership of a pug was punishable by 
death. The pug had its own living quarters and servants in the royal palace. In fact, 
Emperor Ling (168-190 AD) gave female pugs the same ranking as his wives. No 
one is certain about where the name pug originated from. Some people think it 
came from the latin word “pugnus,” which in English means fist, as a pugs sweet, 
smooshed profile resembles a human fist.



Body type
From any angle the pug has a sort of a 

square shape, but with a flat rounded head.
When you look straight at a pug its soft,
velvet black ears fall to their eye level. Pugs
have large, round dark eyes. They also
have lots of wrinkles, mostly on their face
and throughout their body. They were, although, purposely bred this way 
and it is important to clean in between the wrinkles to prevent buildup of 
bacteria. Pugs also have a full and sturdy neck that connects to their broad 
shoulders and chest. Short and sturdy legs holds their whole body up. They 
also have their famous curly tails, which are supposed to be curled up 
tightly.



Health
Pugs eyes are one of the main attractions of their bodies, they are big and 

round. But this makes their eyes a vulnerable spot. Problems like corneal ulcers 
and dry eye have been known to occur. Also, like all flat-faced breeds, pugs 
sometimes experience breathing problems. They don’t do that well in sunny, hot or 
humid weather. Some pugs have also been known to have a condition called 
necrotizing meningoencephalitis (NME) which is a inflammatory disease of the central 

nervous system. Another condition some pugs have been prone to is hemivertebrae. 

Which is where the dogs vertebrae has developed abnormally rather than having a 

cylindrical shape.



Coat and fur
Pugs usually come in two basic colors, fawn and black. Although there is a rare 

silver color which is described as the color of moonlight. The fawn color is more 
sunlike and black should be a shiny jet-black. If there are any white marks on a 
black pug it’s called a mismark. Fawn pugs can also get them. Another interesting 
feature on a fawn pug is a darkened spot centered on their forehead called a 
thumb mark or a diamond.  A Pugs coat should be short and smooth, never hard or 
coarse. Both Black and fawn have the same coat type which is soft to  the touch. 



Personality
Pugs are happy-go-lucky and full of energy! 

Pugs are often called shadows because they “glue” 
themselves to their owners side. While  some pugs 
are stubborn they are not usually aggressive. They are good with kids, which 
makes them great family dogs. They do best in homes where they are treated as a 
member of the family, and they will give back lots of love and devotion. But if some 
pugs are left alone for to long they could become anxious or stressed. But I mean, 
who wouldn’t rush home to spend time with their pug. Pugs make great watch dogs 
despite their size and usually are very welcoming to anyone.  They absolutely love 
spending time on a sofa or a bed cuddling all day,  but they will always make time 
for a meal! 



Training and Exercise 
Pugs were bred to be companion dogs. They LOVE their people, so they are 

generally easy to train. Pugs feelings are easily hurt, so harsh training methods 
should not be used. Pugs love to sleep and eat so that makes obesity a real 
problem. But pugs are also very playful so they will love walks or play time outside. 
It is also important to take caution when it is very hot because of their short faces. A 
treat here and there wouldn’t hurt for a little more motivation!



Owning a Pug
Pugs are adorable and a joy to own! You 

can just ask me, I have one. Although she thinks 
she’s a human, she is the best dog you could 
own! My pug has adorable features and is a part 
of our family. We got her six years ago and she is 
possibly one of the best things that has ever 
happened to us. I remember that day vividly, like 
it was yesterday. Even when I come home from 
school she is always there to greet me and is 
wagging her tail rapidly.  Pugs make people 
happier and teaches kids (or adults) 
responsibility! 



Famous Pugs in History
● The late duke and duchess of windsor (Edward VIII and Wallis Simpson) had 

owned 11 pugs over the years, some of the most famous ones were Rufus, 
Dizzy, Davy Crockett, Impy, Winston and Trooper.

● Queen Victoria’s pugs were named Bosco, Venus, Olga, Fatima and Pedro.
● Josephine de Beauharnais (Napoleon Bonaparte’s wife) had a pug, named 

Fortune
● The pugs Lamb and Moss were stolen from the Emperor's palace in Peking 

and brought back to England



Famous Pugs in Media
● Percy from Pocahontas (1995)                                                                     Doug the Pug

● Otis from the movie Milo and Otis.
● Algy from Rupert the Bear.
● Wilson the pug, who has his own set of calendars and books.
● Doug the pug, an insta-famous pug with his own merchandise line.
● Monroe from The life and times of Juniper Lee.
● Frank from Men in Black         

                                                                                                 Frank from Men in Black



Fun facts

● Measure a pugs height from the ground to its shoulders and the measurement 

should be about equal to what its length is from the front of its chest to its rear.

● Fawn colored pugs are more common than black colored pugs.

● The pug was a pet of the buddhist monasteries in Tibet

● A group of pugs is called a grumble

● Pugs often snort or grunt 



Conclusion
In conclusion, pugs are incredible dogs and they light up people's lives just like 

they did with me and my family.  These dogs have so many amazing features like 
their history, their body, their personality and easy trainability. So this proves that 
pugs really are “multum in parvo!” 
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